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This big, bright board book is packed full of noisy animal fun! Busy toddlers won't be able to resist

pressing the buttons and copying the familiar animal sounds that accompany the colorful

photographs on every page. The sturdy picture tabs make it easy for young children to turn the

pages to find their favorite creatures, and simple descriptive text brings the noisy world to life.
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We purchased all of these Discovery Kids sound books, as well as many other "sound" books for

kids. This publisher makes the best quality sound of any of them and the buttons are easy for small

fingers to push. My 15-month old grandson spends lots of time with this and his other Discovery

Kids sound books. The sounds are loud enough, very realistic, and easy to identify because of the

excellent sound quality. There are always somethings that can be said negatively about products,

like the fact that one of the books has a "giraffe" sound as the chomping of eating leaves, and a few

of the sounds are fairly short, but if you are looking for sound books for your toddlers, this book and

the entire Discovery Kids sound collection is the best we have found.

The variety of animals was great. A little bit scary for a young toddler! Biggest problem was it kept

making sounds even when put on a shelf. My son-in-law had to take the battery out to keep it quiet.

Super cute but scares my 11 month old. Lol poor little guy... He get use to it eventually :)



Great animal sounds- didn't love the text but it's worth it just for the dolphin and whale sounds which

always make my 6-month old smile!

My son loves hearing animal sounds and looking at pictures. I bought 3 noise books and he likes

them all. Would highly recommend it!

Very cool that they use real animal sounds but it scared the poop (literally) out of 1 year old. Have

put it away for now...lol!

Sounds were clear and all sound buttons worked. Not sure about the sounds for all the animals .

(Leaves crunching for giraffe)

My one year old and three year old love this book. We bought the dinosaur one too and both are

great.
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